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Garden machinery is only as good as the 

support that comes with it, which is why 

spare parts for every machine in the Mitox 

range are available on a next working day 

service in most cases.

In addition to testing in a controlled 

environment, every new Mitox model is 

tested for performance and durability by 

professional users before launch, ensuring 

dependability in the harshest conditions.

Mitox products are available from approved 

garden machinery specialists, chosen for 

their expert knowledge and service skills. You 

can find your local Mitox approved dealer by 

visiting www.mitoxgm.co.uk or calling 01963 

828055.



ABOUT US

Mitox was introduced into the UK in 2005 and has since 

become one of the fastest growing garden machinery brands, 

earning popularity with home and landowners who recognise 

the outstanding quality and value that Mitox products deliver.

Mitox products are available throughout the UK and Ireland 

via a network of approved specialist dealers. Mitox approved 

dealers have the knowledge and experience to help you choose 

the correct product for your needs and will also provide expert 

after-sales assistance when your machinery requires servicing. 

Mitox dealers are supported by a comprehensive, industry 

leading, spare parts service with all spare parts typically 

delivered within 24 hours.

The Mitox range of garden machinery continues to grow and 

now includes a quality selection of grass trimmers, brush cutters, 

hedge trimmers, long reach hedge trimmers, multi-tools, pole 

pruners, blower/vacuums, log spliters and chainsaws. All Mitox 

products benefit from the latest technology in their design and 

manufacture, providing excellent ergonomics, outstanding 

performance and efficiency. Engineered for durability, all Mitox 

products feature an extensive warranty as standard.

Mitox aim to exceed customer expectations in providing 

reliable, ergonomic, value for money, powerful products, which 

continue to earn the Mitox brand an excellent reputation.

Find out more online at www.mitoxgm.co.uk

or follow us on Facebook:   

           facebook.com/MitoxGM

PRODUCT RANGE
6 - 23 ...................... Grass Trimmers & Brushcutters

24 - 31 ............................................... Multi-Tools

32 - 41 ........................................ Hedgetrimmers

42 - 51 ............................................... Chainsaws

52 - 55 .............................................. Pole Pruner

56 - 61 ............................................ Log Splitters

62 - 65 .................................... Blower / Vacuums

66 - 67 ............................................. Accessories



Mitox SELECT offers a range of entry-level 

garden machines with great  value for money. 

Durable and reliable, Mitox SELECT machines 

are supplied with a  full 2 year domestic 

warranty and, unlike other entry-level garden 

tools, have full spare parts support.

SELECT

Mitox PREMIUM offers a range of premium 

quality garden machines with extra features 

for more demanding users. With lower 

vibration levels, improved ergonomics and 

helpful features, such as easy start systems. 

PREMIUM machines offer that little bit extra.

Mitox PRO offers the ultimate in quality, 

performance and durability for the professional 

user, or the most demading landowner / farmer. 

Featuring Kawasaki engines and an extensive 5 

year domestic and 3 year commercial warranty, 

Mitox PRO is the flagship range.

PREMIUM



THE RIGHT MACHINE 
FOR EVERY JOB

From a small selection of handheld garden equipment, the Mitox 

range has, over the years, developed into a comprehensive 

collection of quality, durable and great value garden equipment. 

To make it easy to choose the right Mitox machine for your 

needs, the Mitox range is divided into three distinct series: 

SELECT, PREMIUM and PRO.

Whether you are an occasional user looking for a quality, reliable 

tool for infrequent jobs around the garden, or a demanding 

farm or landowner, who needs something for more demanding 

tasks, the Mitox range is designed to offer a solution for all your 

requirements.

From the entry-level SELECT range, to the advanced 

technologies, innovations and features of the PRO range, every 

Mitox product retains the core values that the initial Mitox range 

was founded on: Quality, Performance and Value.

Need more 
information?

Find your local dealer at

www.mitoxgm.co.uk

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial



C and CX models feature a curved shaft which 

offers more accurate trimming. Straight shaft 

machines offer extra durability with solid 

8mm driveshafts, for heavier duty trimming 

and clearing work.

Choose the right type of handle for your needs: 

‘Bike’ handles have a wider grip and are ideal 

for clearing wider areas in a sweeping motion. 

‘Loop’ handles offer accurate trimming along 

edges and around obstacles.

Mitox Brushcutters (exc.C / CX) are supplied 

with both a nylon line head and a metal blade. 

Nylon line is best when trimming light grass 

and weeds, while metal blades are useful for 

heavier clearing work.
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GRASS TRIMMMERS & 
BRUSHCUTTERS 

All Mitox brushcutters are built to withstand tough challenges, 

with high-quality heat-treated drive gears and 8mm solid steel 

drive shafts, ensuring durability over a long working life. All Mitox 

brushcutters feature efficient anti-vibration systems to reduce 

operator fatigue.

Select Series.................................................................. 8 - 11

The Mitox Select Series offers durable, value for money grass 

trimmers and brushcutters for homeowner use. 

Select 4S Series.......................................................... 12 - 13

The Mitox Select 4S Series offers a  range of brushcutters with 

hassle-free four-stroke engines.

Premium / Premium + Series..................................... 14 - 19

The Mitox Premium Series offers a  range of grass trimmers and 

brushcutters with advanced features, for heavy duty homeowner, 

farm and landowner use.

PRO Series................................................................... 20 - 23

The Mitox PRO series is designed for the Professional user. With 

a 3 year commercial warranty (5 year domestic), the PRO series 

offers uncompromising performance and durability.

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a 

fuel primer bulb and manual 

choke. Simply prime and set 

the choke to closed, then use 

the recoil starter to fire the 

powerful 2-stroke engine into 

life.

Choice of Handles
Choice of ‘Loop’ or ‘Bike’ handle 

setup, depending on your 

preference - accurate trimming 

with a Loop, or wide sweeping 

with a Bike handle.

Comfortable
Operation
Adjustable handles and 

harness for user comfort (exc. 

25C).

Ergonomic 
Controls
The ergonomic handles, with 

well-placed and intuitive 

controls, make operation easy 

and comfortable, even over 

extended periods of use.

Anti-Vibration
System
All models are fitted with anti-

vibration measures, to reduce 

vibration transmitted to the 

users hands and arms, making 

extended periods of use more 

comfortable.

Bump Feed Head
The auto bump feed nylon 

head supplies more trimmer 

line when it is required - simply 

tap the head on the ground 

when it is spinning, to release 

more line.

Full Crank Engines
Providing superior performance, 

lower vibration and 

considerably longer service 

life, when compared to Half 

Crank (single bearing) engines 

,commonly used on low cost 

domestic garden machinery.

Heavy Duty 
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability in 

the harshest conditions.

Strong Drive Shaft
Strong 26mm outer shaft and 

8mm solid drive shaft ensure 

durability and high performance, 

with excellent power transfer 

from engine to cutter head. 

(Except 25C).

Safety Guard
Large durable safety guard 

includes line cutter blade to 

keep trimmer line the perfect 

length.

SELECT BRUSHCUTTER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

25C SELECT

Lightweight trimmer for the domestic gardener

The 25C is a quality, lightweight grass trimmer with a curved shaft, making it ideal for light trimming duties around the lawn and garden. The 25.4 cm3 

full crank engine provides optimal power, whilst the bump-feed nylon cutting head, easily ensures a consistent supply of trimmer line.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 0.65 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

N/A Ø 2.0 mm 40 : 1 4.39 m/s2 5.1 kg

26L SELECT

Entry-level trimmer / brushcutter for the domestic gardener

The 26L is a quality straight shaft brushcutter with a Loop handle. The full crank 25.4 cm3 engine provides optimal power, enabling the 26L to comfortably 

perform both light trimming tasks and tackle areas of heavy grass and weeds. Versatility is improved further by the 3 tooth grass blade, supplied in 

addition to the nylon bump-feed cutting head.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 0.65 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 6.37 m/s2 6.3 kg

accessories included

MIBC11
Price inc VAT* 
£169.00

MIBC10 
Price inc VAT* 
£119.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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SELECT BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

26U SELECT

All round brushcutter for the domestic gardener

The 26U is a quality straight shaft brushcutter with a Bike handle. The full crank 25.4 cm3 engine provides optimal power, enabling the 26U to comfortably 

perform both light trimming tasks and tackle areas of heavy grass and weeds. Versatility is improved further by the 3 tooth grass blade, supplied in 

addition to the nylon bump-feed cutting head.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 0.65 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 3.59 m/s2 6.5 kg

33L SELECT

Versatile trimmer / brushcutter for the domestic gardener

The 33L is a quality straight shaft brushcutter with a Loop handle. Benefitting from a powerful 32.6 cm3 full crank engine, the 33L is suitable for heavier 

work in larger gardens. The 33L is supplied with a nylon bump-feed cutting head and 3 tooth heavy duty grass blade for heavier grass and weeds.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 32.6 cm3 0.90 kW 1.00 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 4.70 m/s2 7.1 kg

accessories included

accessories included

MIBC14
Price inc VAT* 
£189.00

MIBC12
Price inc VAT* 
£189.00

www.mitoxgm.co.uk

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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SELECT BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

33U SELECT

Brushcutter with extra power for the domestic gardener

The 33U is a quality straight shaft brushcutter with a Bike handle. Benefitting from a powerful 32.6 cm3  full crank engine, the 33U is suitable for heavier 

work in larger gardens. The 33U is supplied with a nylon bump-feed cutting head and 3 tooth heavy duty grass blade for heavier grass and weeds.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 32.6 cm3 0.90 kW 1.00 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 4.50 m/s2 7.5 kg

43U SELECT

Most powerful brushcutter for the domestic gardener

The 43U is our most powerful brushcutter, with a quality 42.7 cm3 full crank engine, making it ideal for demanding farm and landowner use. As with 

all ‘U’ models the strong, lightweight aluminium Bike handle, with ergonomic grips and throttle control, enhances operator comfort over long working 

periods. Complete with a quality, full body harness, the 43U is ideal for intensive trimming and clearing tasks.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 42.7 cm3 1.25 kW 1.20 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 25 : 1 4.25 m/s2 7.9 kg

accessories included

MIBC04
Price inc VAT* 
£219.00

MIBC15
Price inc VAT* 
£199.00

accessories included

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a fuel 

primer bulb and manual choke. 

Simply prime and set the choke 

to closed, then use the recoil 

starter to fire the powerful 

4-stroke engine into life.

Choice of Handles
Choice of ‘Loop’ or ‘Bike’ 

handle setup, depending on 

your preference - accurate 

trimming with a Loop, or wide 

sweeping with a Bike handle.

Premium
Harness
Premium adjustable harness 

with extra padded straps, for 

the ultimate in user comfort. 

Quick Adjust
Handles
Quick adjust handles, with 

aluminium handle mount, 

enable precise adjustment of 

operating angle, plus a fully 

folded position for compact 

transport and storage.

Four Stroke
Engines
Four stroke engines feature 

many benefits, environmental 

and ergonomic. The lower RPM 

engines produce less noise and 

emissions, whilst generating 

high torque and reduced fuel 

consumption.

Bump Feed Head
The auto bump feed nylon 

head supplies more trimmer 

line when it is required - simply 

tap the head on the ground 

when it is spinning, to release 

more line.

Anti-Vibration
System
All models are fitted with anti-

vibration measures, to reduce 

vibration transmitted to the 

users hands and arms, making 

extended periods of use more 

comfortable.

Heavy Duty 
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability in 

the harshest conditions.

Strong Drive Shaft
Strong 26mm outer shaft 

and 8mm solid drive shaft 

ensure durability and high 

performance, with excellent 

power transfer from engine to 

cutter head.

FO

UR STROKE

E
N

G

INE TECHNOLO
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Y

Safety Guard
Large durable safety guard 

includes line cutter blade to 

keep trimmer line the perfect 

length.

FO

UR STROKE

E
N

G

INE TECHNOLO
G

Y

SELECT 4-STROKE BRUSHCUTTER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT 4-STROKE BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

35-4L SELECT

Easy to use trimmer / brushcutter for the domestic gardener

The 35-4L is a straight shaft brushcutter with a ‘Loop’ handle, powered by a 33.5 cm3 four-stroke engine. The Mitox 4S four-stroke engine produces 

fewer emissions and less noise than traditional two-stroke engines, whilst generating greater torque and lower fuel consumption. Additionally, there is 

no need to prepare a fuel and oil mixture, making the machine even easier to use. The anti-vibrated handles make the machine comfortable to use for 

extended periods, perfect for demanding users.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 4-Stroke 33.5 cm3 0.80 kW 0.65 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm N/A 6.58 m/s2  7.0 kg

35-4U SELECT

Easy to use brushcutter for the domestic gardener

The 35-4U is a straight shaft brushcutter with a ‘Bike’ handle, powered by a 33.5 cm3 four-stroke engine. The Mitox 4S four-stroke engine produces 

fewer emissions and less noise than traditional two-stroke engines, whilst generating greater torque and lower fuel consumption. Additionally, there 

is no need to prepare a fuel and oil mixture, making the machine even easier to use. The handle can easily be adjusted through a variety of angles for 

optimal comfort, or easy transport and storage.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 4-Stroke 33.5 cm3 0.80 kW 0.65 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm N/A 4.70 m/s2  7.2 kg

accessories included

accessories included

FO

UR STROKE

E
N

G

INE TECHNOLO
G

YWHY FOUR 
STROKE?

• Fewer harmful emissions 
• Less noise pollution 
• No fuel mixing
• Lower fuel consumption
• High torque

MIBC42
Price inc VAT* 
£299.00

FO

UR STROKE

E
N

G

INE TECHNOLO
G

YWHY FOUR 
STROKE?

• Fewer harmful emissions 
• Less noise pollution 
• No fuel mixing
• Lower fuel consumption
• High torque

MIBC43 
Price inc VAT* 
£279.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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Ergonomic Soft
Grip Handles
The soft grip handles are 

designed for optimal user 

comfort, even over extended 

periods of work. The padded 

inserts further increase comfort 

and reduce vibration.

Choice of Handles
Choice of ‘Loop’ or ‘Bike’ handle 

setup, depending on your 

preference - accurate trimming 

with a Loop, or wide sweeping 

with a Bike handle.

Premium
Harness
Premium, adjustable harness 

with extra padded straps, for 

the ultimate in user comfort. 

(Not on 250CX)

Quick Adjust
Handles
Quick adjust handles, with 

aluminium handle mount, 

enable precise adjustment 

of operating angle by 

simply loosening the large 

thumbscrew.

Enhanced Anti-
Vibration
All models are fitted with extra 

anti-vibration measures, to 

reduce vibration transmitted 

to the users hands and arms, 

making extended periods of 

use more comfortable.

Bump Feed Head
The auto bump feed nylon 

head supplies more trimmer 

line when it is required - simply 

tap the head on the ground 

when it is spinning, to release 

more line.

Premium Engines
High performance, low 

emissions engines, with 

reduced fuel consumption, 

increase operator comfort 

and reduce costs over longer 

operating periods.

Auto-Choke
System
The choke control features 

set positions for cold and hot 

starting and automatically 

returns to idle when the 

throttle is pulled.

Strong Drive Shaft
Strong 26mm outer shaft and 

8mm solid drive shaft ensure 

durability and high performance, 

with excellent power transfer 

from engine to cutter head. 

(Except 250CX).

Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to the 

effortless recoil system, 

with easy to follow starting 

instructions, clearly laid out on 

the side cover of the engine. 

PREMIUM BRUSHCUTTER SERIES
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Enhanced trimmer / brushcutter 
for the domestic gardener

The 260LX is a premium quality trimmer / brushcutter, 

with nylon cutting head and 3-tooth metal blade. With 

ergonomic soft grip handles, premium anti-vibration system, 

easy starting with starting instructions and Auto-Choke, the 

260LX is easy and comfortable to use. Premium features 

and a choice of cutting attachments make the 260LX the 

perfect choice for the more demanding domestic user.

Premium quality trimmer for the 
domestic gardener

The 250CX is a premium quality grass trimmer, powered by 

a 25.4cm3 engine. With clear starting instructions on the 

side cover and user-friendly Auto-Choke system, starting the 

engine couldn’t be simpler - and when the trimming work 

is done, the clever split-shaft system allows the 250CX to 

be easily separated into two, for convenient transport and 

storage.

PREMIUM BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

250CX PREMIUM

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.75 kW 0.90 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

N/A Ø 2.0 mm 40 : 1 4.49 m/s2 6.3 kg

260LX PREMIUM

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.75 kW 0.90 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 5.55 m/s2 6.3 kg

MIBC51 
Price inc VAT* 
£199.00

MIBC50 
Price inc VAT* 
£149.00

accessories included

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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PREMIUM BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

260UX PREMIUM

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.75 kW 0.90 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 5.55 m/s2 6.3 kg

330LX PREMIUM

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 32.6 cm3 0.90 kW 0.90 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 6.05 m/s2 7.1 kg

www.mitoxgm.co.uk

Premium versatile trimmer / 
brushcutter for domestic gardeners

The 330LX is a premium quality, straight shaft trimmer / 

brushcutter and our most powerful model with a Loop 

handle. This extra power makes the 330LX adept at clearing 

thicker grass and weeds, as well as smaller trimming tasks, 

where a neat and accurate finish is required. Supplied 

complete with a nylon cutting head and metal blade, 

enabling the 330LX to complete a wide range of tasks in the 

domestic garden.

Premium quality all round 
brushcutter for domestic gardeners 

The 260UX is a premium quality brushcutter, with a Bike 

handle, nylon cutting head and 3-tooth metal blade. With 

ergonomic, angle adjustable, soft grip handles and easy 

starting system, with starting instructions and Auto-Choke, 

the 260UX is easy and comfortable to use. Premium features 

and a choice of cutting heads make the 260UX the perfect 

brushcutter for the more demanding domestic user.

MIBC52 
Price inc VAT* 
£219.00

MIBC53 
Price inc VAT* 
£219.00

accessories included

accessories included

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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PREMIUM BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

330UX PREMIUM

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 32.6 cm3 0.90 kW 0.90 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 6.05 m/s2 7.1 kg

430UX / 530UX PREMIUM

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 42.7 cm3  / 51.7 cm3 1.25 kW / 1.50kW 1.20 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 4.80 m/s2 / 4.70 m/s2 7.9 kg / 8.0 kg

Powerful premium quality 
brushcutters for farm / landowners

The 430UX and 530UX are premium quality brushcutters, 

with Bike handles, nylon cutting heads and 3-tooth metal 

blades. The 430UX and 530UX are the most powerful 

brushcutters in the Premium range, yet still retain optimal 

ergonomics and ease of use. Starting instructions, Auto-

Choke system and premium anti-vibration systems, ensure 

the 430UX and 530UX are ideal for more demanding tasks.

Premium quality brushcutter with 
extra power for domestic gardeners

The 330UX is a premium quality 32.6 cm3 brushcutter, with 

a Bike handle, nylon cutting head and 3-tooth metal blade. 

With ergonomic, angle adjustable, soft grip handles and easy 

starting system, with starting instructions and Auto-Choke, 

the 330UX is easy and comfortable to use. Premium features 

and a choice of cutting heads make the 330UX the perfect 

brushcutter for the more demanding domestic user.

MIBC55 / 56 
Price inc VAT* 
£249.00 / £269.00

MIBC54 
Price inc VAT* 
£229.00

accessories included

accessories included

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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Perfect Balance
With a choice of harness 

mounting points, the operator 

can choose the perfect balance 

point, depending on their 

height and the gradient of the 

working area.

Auto-Choke
System
The choke control features 

set positions for cold and hot 

starting and automatically 

returns to idle when the 

throttle is pulled.

Premium
Harness
Premium, adjustable harness 

with extra padded straps and 

quick release buckle, for the 

ultimate in user comfort.

Adjustable
Handles
Adjustable handles with quick-

release mount, enabling 

precise adjustment of 

operating angle, for easy and 

fast adjustment in the field.

Heavy Duty 
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability in 

the harshest conditions.

Auto-On Ignition
The ignition switch 

automatically resets to the ‘on’ 

position, effectively removing 

another step from the starting 

process, for even faster and 

easier starting.

Full Anti-Vibration
The handle mounts are fully 

isolated from the drive shaft of 

the brushcutter. This minimises 

vibrations from the shaft and 

engine being transmitted to 

the handles, for optimal user 

comfort.

Soft Start
The effortless Softstart recoil 

system reduces the force 

needed to start the engine to a 

gentle pull - even with just two 

fingers.

Soft Grip Handles
The ergonomically shaped 

handles, with soft grip 

inserts, provide comfort over 

extended periods of use, as 

well as reducing vibration to 

virtually zero.

Full Protection
The engine and fuel tank are 

fully enclosed with an impact 

resistant housing, to prevent 

damage in use or during 

transport. 

PREMIUM+ BRUSHCUTTER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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PREMIUM+ BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

450UX PREMIUM+

Advanced brushcutter for demanding applications

The 450UX is a premium quality brushcutter / clearing saw, with a full, professional-quality, anti-vibration system. The Soft Start system and Auto-On 

Ignition, combined with the Auto-Choke system, mean that, although the 450UX is one of our most powerful brushcutters, it is the easiest to start - with 

minimal effort. The extra-low vibration levels, easy starting and premium quality, fully padded harness, make this model comfortable and easy to use - 

even for a whole day’s work.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 42.7 cm3 1.25 kW 0.60 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 3.50 m/s2 10.5 kg

550UX PREMIUM+

Advanced brushcutter with extra power for the mostdemanding applications

The 550UX is a premium quality brushcutter / clearing saw, with a full, professional-quality, anti-vibration system. The Soft Start system and Auto-On 

Ignition, combined with the Auto-Choke system, mean that, although the 550UX is our most powerful brushcutter, it is just as easy as the 450UX to start 

- with minimal effort. The extra-low vibration levels, easy starting and premium quality, fully padded harness, make this model comfortable and easy to 

use - even for a whole day’s work.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 51.7 cm3 1.50 kW 0.60 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 3.50 m/s2 10.5 kg

MIBC61 
Price inc VAT* 
£369.00

MIBC60 
Price inc VAT* 
£349.00

accessories included

accessories included

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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Perfect
Controls
The ergonomic controls are 

specifically designed for ease 

of use during long periods of 

work. All controls are easily 

accessible and are built to last.

Low
Vibration
The MITOX® PRO range offers 

low vibration levels, with 

several models suitable for use 

throughout the day. Premium 

quality harnesses assist in all 

day comfort.

Versatile
Handle
The Loop handle has been 

specifically designed to offer 

true versatility during use, 

whether cutting or edging, 

the operator can hold the 

machine at the perfect 

angle, comfortably.

Transport 
Handles
The 3500UK, 4500UK, 

and 5300UK all feature a 

premium quality handle 

mounting, with full operator 

adjustment and an 

innovative transport position.

PRO BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

Premium
Cutting Gear
Premium nylon cutter head 

and heavy duty cutter blade 

available with all models. A 

quality, commercial grade 

gearbox, offers a long working 

life in the harshest conditions.

Kawasaki
Power
The MITOX® PRO range 

is powered by Kawasaki 

engines, from 27cc through 

to 53cc. Offering the 

highest levels of quality, 

performance, and reliability.
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Professional quality trimmer/ 
brushcutter for light/medium jobs

The 2700UK is a professional quality grass trimmer powered 

by a 26.3cm3 Kawasaki engine. With the Kawasaki 

Advanced Recoil system, starting the engine couldn’t be 

simpler. The Bike handle offers a comfortable working 

position and greater control. An auto bump feed nylon head 

allows for quick replenishment of the cutter line. Perfect 

for Professionals who want a lightweight brushcutter, or  

homeowners looking for the best.

Professional quality trimmer/
brushcutter for light/medium jobs

The 2700LK is a professional quality grass trimmer powered 

by a 26.3cm3 Kawasaki engine. With the Kawasaki Advanced 

Recoil system, starting the engine couldn’t be simpler - and 

when in use, the ergonomically designed Loop handle, 

offers true versatility for trimming or edging jobs. An auto 

bump feed nylon head allows for quick replenishment of the 

cutter line. Perfect for Professionals who want a lightweight 

trimmer, or homeowners looking for the best.

PRO BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

2700LK PRO

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Kawasaki 2-Stroke 26.4 cm3 0.77 kW 0.50 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

4 Tooth Ø 2.0 mm 50 : 1 5.2 m/s2 5.4 kg

2700UK PRO

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Kawasaki 2-Stroke 26.4 cm3 0.77 kW 0.50 litres Bike

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

4 Tooth Ø 2.0 mm 50 : 1 4.3 m/s2 5.4 kg

MIBC71 
Price inc VAT* 
£399.00

MIBC70 
Price inc VAT* 
£369.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 

accessories included

accessories included
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PRO BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

3500LK PRO

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Kawasaki 2-Stroke 34.4 cm3 1.03 kW 0.70 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 50 : 1 7.1 m/s2 7.6 kg

3500UK PRO

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Kawasaki 2-Stroke 34.4 cm3 1.03 kW 0.70 litres Bike - Transport

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 50 : 1 3.0 m/s2 7.7 kg

www.mitoxgm.co.uk

Professional quality brushcutter for 
medium jobs

The 3500UK is a professional quality brushcutter, powered by 

a 34.4cm3 Kawasaki engine. With the Kawasaki Advanced 

Recoil system, starting the engine couldn’t be simpler. The 

Bike handle offers a comfortable working position and greater 

control, as well as featuring a transport position. An auto 

bump feed nylon head allows for quick replenishment of the 

cutter line. Perfect for Professionals who want a stronger 

brushcutter, or a homeowner/landowner looking for the best.

Professional quality trimmer/ 
brushcutter for medium jobs

The 3500LK is a professional quality grass trimmer, powered 

by a 34.4cm3 Kawasaki engine. With the Kawasaki Advanced 

Recoil system, starting the engine couldn’t be simpler - and 

when in use, the ergonomically designed Loop handle offers 

true versatility for trimming or edging jobs. An auto bump 

feed nylon head allows for quick replenishment of the cutter 

line. Perfect for Professionals who want a powerful trimmer, 

or homeowners looking for the best.

MIBC73 
Price inc VAT* 
£499.00

MIBC72 
Price inc VAT* 
£469.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 

accessories included

accessories included
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PRO BRUSHCUTTER SERIES

4500UK PRO

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Kawasaki 2-Stroke 45.4 cm3 1.42 kW 0.90 litres Bike - Transport

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 50 : 1 3.0 m/s2 8.6 kg

5300UK PRO

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Kawasaki 2-Stroke 53.2 cm3 2.0 kW 1.10 litres Bike - Transport

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 50 : 1 2.3 m/s2 10.4 kg

Professional quality brushcutter 
for heavy jobs

The 5300UK is a professional quality brushcutter, powered 

by a 53.2cm3 Kawasaki engine. With 2.0 kW of power, the 

5300UK can handle the toughest tasks with ease. The Bike 

handle offers a comfortable working position and greater 

control, as well as featuring a transport position. A heavy 

duty manual cutter head, allows for maximum durability 

in harsh conditions. Perfect for Professionals who want 

uncompromising power and performance.

Professional quality brushcutter for 
medium / heavy jobs

The 4500UK is a professional quality brushcutter, powered by 

a 45.4cm3 Kawasaki engine. With the Kawasaki Advanced 

Recoil system, starting the engine couldn’t be simpler. The 

Bike handle offers a comfortable working position and greater 

control, as well as featuring a transport position. A heavy duty 

manual cutter head, allows for maximum durability in harsh 

conditions. Perfect for Professionals who want the best mix of 

power and weight and for demanding landowners / farmers.

MIBC75
Price inc VAT* 
£599.00

MIBC74 
Price inc VAT* 
£549.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 

accessories included

accessories included
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Mitox Multi-Tools are available either as 

combined kits, which offer great value, or as 

separates for gardeners with a very specific 

set of requirements. Choose the perfect set 

of tools for the task at hand in your garden.

The 77EX extension shaft, offers an extra 

750mm of reach, when combined with the 

pole pruner attachment; perfect for pruning 

taller trees. The 28MT is supplied complete 

with the 77EX as standard.

One engine to fuel and service - multi tools 

solve numerous problems around the garden, 

yet cost far less in terms of maintanance and 

require much less space in storage. 
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MULTI-TOOL 
RANGE

A Mitox Multi-Tool is the perfect machine for all season garden 

maintenance, featuring a range of individual tools, all powered by 

a full crank, high performance, 2-stroke engine. 

Capable of multiple garden tasks, Mitox Multi-Tools can be 

supplied as a kit containing multiple attachments, or alternatively 

you can configure your very own Multi-Tool, using our range of 

My Tool Multi-Tool separates.

My Tool Separates........................................................ 28 - 29

For keen gardeners with a specific set of tasks in mind, we 

introduce the My Tool range. My Tool offers you the opportunity 

to create your very own Multi-Tool - tailored to you and your 

garden’s requirements.

Start by choosing a Power Unit. Each power unit is supplied 

complete with a grass trimmer/brushcutter attachment, so all 

you have to do is choose any extra attachments required. The 

attachments can be changed in seconds, giving you the ultimate 

tool for almost every task at hand in your garden.

Multi-Tool Kits.......................................................... 30 - 31

Multi-Tool kits are supplied with multiple attachments, making 

them the most economical solution to all-round garden 

maintenance. The 28MT model benefits from many extra features 

and includes a quick-fit extension shaft for extra reach, making it 

the ultimate choice for the discerning gardener.

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Aluminium
Coupling
The quick release coupling 

enables attachments to be 

changed in seconds, simply 

slot the attachment into place 

and tighten the clamp.

Reduced
Costs
By providing multiple uses, 

from a single machine, a 

multi-tool offers significantly 

lower purchase, running and 

maintenance costs, when 

compared to owning individual 

machines.

Easy
Storage
The power unit and each of 

the attachments can be split 

and stored or transported 

individually, saving space in 

your car, shed or garage.

Ergonomic 
Controls
The soft touch handle, with 

well-placed and intuitive 

controls, makes operation 

easy and comfortable, even 

over extended periods of use.

One Tool,
Endless 
Possibilities
Each multi-tool is supplied 

complete with a range of 

attachments, enabling you to 

complete almost any garden 

task with ease.

Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a 

fuel primer bulb and manual 

choke. Simply prime and set 

the choke to closed, then use 

the recoil starter to fire the 

powerful 2-stroke engine into 

life.

Full Crank Engines
Providing superior performance, 

lower vibration and 

considerably longer service 

life when compared to Half 

Crank (single bearing) engines, 

commonly used on low cost 

domestic garden machinery.

Strong Drive 
Shaft
Strong 26mm outer shaft 

and 8mm solid drive shaft 

ensure durability and high 

performance, with excellent 

power transfer from engine to 

attachment cutter head. 

SELECT MULTI-TOOL SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk

28SK & 28MTK
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Grass Trimmer / Brushcutter Attachment
This quality brushcutter & grass trimmer attachment includes a bump-

feed nylon head, for light grass trimming and finishing duties, plus a 

3-tooth metal blade for more intense clearing work. The protective 

guard, shields the operator from debris, whilst the integral blade trims 

the cutting nylon to the correct length.

26PA Pruning Chainsaw Attachment
This quality pruning chainsaw attachment features a 10” Oregon brand 

guide bar and saw chain and makes DIY tree care, easy and safe. Trim 

back overgrown trees and prune overhanging branches, without the 

risk from using a ladder. The attachment features its own oil reservoir 

with adjustable oil flow rate.

26LHA Hedgetrimmer Attachment
This quality long reach hedgetrimmer attachment features 40cm 

double sided, double reciprocating blades, powered by a heavy-duty 

gearbox. The blades articulate through 90º, making trimming both the 

sides and tops of tall hedges easy. 

28LHA Hedgetrimmer Attachment
This premium quality long reach hedgetrimmer attachment features 

55cm double sided, double reciprocating blades, powered by a heavy-

duty gearbox. The blades articulate through 220º, providing the perfect 

angle for any trimming task and can be folded completely flat, for easy 

transportation or storage.

26SHA Hedgetrimmer Attachment
This quality short reach hedgetrimmer attachment features 40cm 

double sided, double reciprocating blades, powered by a heavy-duty 

gearbox. The blades articulate through 90º, making trimming both the 

sides and tops of hedges easy.  The shortened shaft makes it ideal for 

trimming short to medium height hedges. 

77EX Quick Fit Extension Shaft
This quality extension shaft adds up to 750mm of extra reach to the 

standard attachments, ideal for that high branch or hedge that is just 

out of reach. With an aluminium coupling for quick fitment and  a 

padded handle for extra grip and balance when working with longer 

attachments.

SELECT MULTI-TOOL SERIES 
 
see overleaf for attachment compatibility
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SELECT MULTI-TOOL SERIES

26S / 28SK SELECT

The flexible brushcutter for your garden 

The 26S and 28SK are quality split shaft brushcutters with Loop handles. With a choice of full crank Mitox 25.4 cm3 or Kawasaki 26.3 cm3 engines, the 

26S and 28SK can comfortably tackle both light trimming tasks and areas of heavy grass. Versatility is improved further by the 3 tooth grass blade, 

supplied in addition to the bump-feed nylon cutting head. The range of attachments enables you to transform the 26S and 28SK into the perfect tool for 

you and your garden.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke / 
Kawasaki 2-Stroke

25.4 cm3 / 26.3 cm3 0.70 kW / 0.77 kW 0.65 litres / 0.5 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 / 50 : 1 4.93 m/s2 6.6 kg

33S SELECT

Ideal for the more demanding homeowner

The 33S is a quality split shaft brushcutter with a Loop handle. Benefitting from a powerful 32.6 cm3 full crank engine, the 33S is suitable for heavy duty 

work in all areas of the garden. The 33S is supplied with a nylon bump-feed cutting head and 3 tooth grass blade for heavier grass and weeds. Combine 

the powerful 33S with your choice of attachments, to transform the 33S into the perfect tool for you and your garden.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Handle Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 32.6 cm3 0.90 kW 1.00 litres Loop

Metal Blade Trimmer Line Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

255mm, 3 tooth Ø 2.4 mm 40 : 1 5.90 m/s2 7.2 kg

accessories included

accessories included

MIBC17
Price inc VAT* 
£199.00

MIBC16 / MIBC18 
Price inc VAT* 
£179.00 / £329.00

www.mitoxgm.co.uk

YEAR
WARRANTY
YEAR
WARRANTY

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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SELECT MULTI-TOOL SERIES

Blade Length

550 mm

Blade Articulation

220 º

Dry Weight

2.6 kg

Total Length Fitted

2390 mm

Blade Length

400 mm

Blade Articulation

90 º

Dry Weight

2.1kg

Total Length Fitted

1720mm

Guide Bar Length

254 mm - 10”

Chain Lubrication

Automatic & Adjustable

Dry Weight

1.7kg

Total Length Fitted

2040 mm

Length

775 mm

Dry Weight

0.72 kg

Coupling

Aluminium

Drive Shaft

8 mm

28LHA
Hedgetrimmer
Attachment

26SHA
Hedgetrimmer
Attachment

26PA
Pruning Chainsaw
Attachment

77EX
Quick Fit Extension
Attachment

MY TOOL 
MY WAY...

Mitox Multi-Tools are available as complete kits, such as the 27MT 

and 28MT, which offer a solution to almost every garden task in one. 

For keen gardeners, with a more specific set of tasks in mind, we 

introduce the My Tool range. Built using the same quality components 

as the Multi-Tool kits, My Tool offers you the opportunity to create your 

very own Multi-Tool - tailored to you and your garden’s requirements.

Start by choosing a Power Unit from the page to the left. Each 

power unit is supplied complete with a grass trimmer/brushcutter 

attachment, so all you have to do is choose any extra attachments 

from below. As with all Mitox Multi-Tools, the attachments can be 

changed in seconds, giving you the ultimate tool, for almost every 

task at hand in your garden.

The 4 interchangeable attachments, plus quick-fit extension 

shaft, make it easy to configure your very own Multi-Tool. With all 

attachments available to purchase separately, the My Tool range 

gives you the flexibility and peace of mind to be able to add more 

attachments as you see fit, so no matter how much your garden 

changes over the seasons, you always have the right tool for the job.

Blade Length

400 mm

Blade Articulation

90 º

Dry Weight

2.4 kg

Total Length Fitted

2270 mm

26LHA
Hedgetrimmer
Attachment

MIVT10
Price inc VAT* 
£129.00

MIVT12
Price inc VAT* 
£139.00

MIVT13
Price inc VAT* 
£79.00

MIVT11
Price inc VAT* 
£129.00

MIVA04
Price inc VAT* 
£30.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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SELECT MULTI-TOOL SERIES

27MT SELECT

Ideal for every garden task

With hedgetrimmer, tree pruner, grass trimmer and 

brushcutter attachments, the 27MT is ideal for almost any 

garden task. As with all Mitox machines, the Mitox 27MT is 

designed for durability over extended periods, with heavy 

duty aluminium components, a 26mm thick drive tube and 

an 8mm solid steel drive shaft. The flexibility of the 27MT can 

be increased with an optional 775mm quick-fit extension 

shaft, providing extra reach where required. The 775mm 

extension shaft is supplied as standard, with the 28MT 

model.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Dry Weight (Power Unit)

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 0.65 litres 4.7 kg

Blade Length

400 mm

Blade Articulation

90 º

Dry Weight Fitted

7.1 kg

Total Length Fitted

2270 mm

Nylon Head

Bump Feed

Trimmer Line

Ø 2.4 mm

Dry Weight Fitted

6.4kg

Total Length Fitted

1820 mm

Guide Bar Length

254 mm - 10”

Chain Lubrication

Automatic & Adjustable

Dry Weight Fitted

6.3kg

Total Length Fitted

2040 mm

Blade Type

3 Tooth

Blade Size

Ø 254 mm x 1.4mm

Dry Weight Fitted

6.4kg

Total Length Fitted

1820 mm

Length

775 mm

Dry Weight

0.72 kg

Coupling

Aluminium

Drive Shaft

8 mm

Blade Length

400 mm

Blade Articulation

90 º

Dry Weight Fitted

6.8kg

Total Length Fitted

1720mm

26LHA
Hedgetrimmer
Included

26GT
Grass Trimmer
Included

26PA
Pruning Chainsaw
Included

26GT
Brushcutter
Included

77EX
Quick Fit Extension*
* Optional

26SHA
Hedgetrimmer*
*Optional

attachments included

MIMT02
Price inc VAT* 
£299.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.

MIVA04
Price inc VAT* 
£30.00

MIVT10
Price inc VAT* 
£129.00

www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT MULTI-TOOL SERIES

28MT / 28MTK SELECT

Enhanced features for user comfort

The Mitox 28MT benefits from the same versatility as the 27MT, 

plus an enhanced anti-vibration throttle control, for more 

comfortable use over longer periods of time. The  28MT also 

makes more challenging hedge trimming tasks possible, with its 

longer, 55cm, double reciprocating hedgetrimmer blades, which 

can be articulated through a wide 220º angle, for the perfect 

cut. The hedgetrimmer blade can also be fully folded for storage 

or transport. The 28MT includes the 775mm quick-fit extension 

shaft as standard. The 28MTK benefits from a powerful, easy to 

start Kawasaki engine and a 3 year warranty.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Dry Weight (Power Unit)

Air Cooled 2-Stroke / 
Kawasaki 2-Stroke

25.4 cm3 / 26.3 cm3 0.70 kW / 0.77 kW 0.65 litres / 0.5 litres 4.8 kg

Blade Length

550 mm

Blade Articulation

220 º

Dry Weight Fitted

7.4 kg

Total Length Fitted

2390 mm

Nylon Head

Bump Feed

Trimmer Line

Ø 2.4 mm

Dry Weight Fitted

6.5kg

Total Length Fitted

1820 mm

Guide Bar Length

254 mm - 10”

Chain Lubrication

Automatic & Adjustable

Dry Weight Fitted

6.4kg

Total Length Fitted

2040 mm

Blade Type

3 Tooth

Blade Size

Ø 254 mm x 1.4mm

Dry Weight Fitted

6.5kg

Total Length Fitted

1820 mm

28LHA
Hedgetrimmer
Included

Length

775 mm

Weight

0.72 kg

Coupling

Aluminium

Drive Shaft

8 mm

77EX
Quick Fit Extension
Included

26GT
Grass Trimmer
Included

26PA
Pruning Chainsaw
Included

26GT
Brushcutter
Included

Blade Length

400 mm

Blade Articulation

90 º

Dry Weight Fitted

6.9kg

Total Length Fitted

1720mm

26SHA
Hedgetrimmer*
*Optional

attachments included

MIMT03 / MIMT05
Price inc VAT* 
£349.00 / £499.00

MIVT10
Price inc VAT* 
£129.00

YEAR
WARRANTY
YEAR
WARRANTY

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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Mitox handheld Hedgetrimmers are available 

with a choice of either double or single sided 

blades. Double sided blades offer greater 

versatility, whilst single sided blades are 

preferred for a neater, more accurate finish.

Avoid over-reaching or placing yourself in 

danger when working with larger hedges. 

Instead of trying to cut a tall hedge whilst 

balancing on a ladder - opt for a long reach 

hedgetrimmer instead.

The Mitox 28LRH features extra flexibility - with 

a 220º adjustable blade along with multiple 

choices of operating position, the 28LRH also 

benefits from a fully folded storage position - 

ideal where storage space is at a premium.
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HEDGETRIMMER   
RANGE

All Mitox Hedgetrimmers feature heavy-duty, precision sharpened 

cutting blades and are built to withstand tough challenges, with 

high quality gearboxes, heat-treated gears and long life bearings  

designed for durability over extended periods.

Select Series................................................................ 34 - 37

The Mitox Select Hedgetrimmer Series offers durable, value 

for money, handheld and long reach hedgetrimmers, for the 

demanding gardener. With articulating blade assemblies, for 

easy trimming and shaping of tall hedges, all models feature 

dependable, full-crank 2-stroke engines and quality dual 

reciprocating blades, ensuring a clean finish, with a large cutting 

capacity.

Premium Series........................................................... 38 - 39

The Mitox Premium Series offers handheld hedgetrimmers with 

enhanced performance and extra comfort features, making light 

work of more demanding tasks. Offering premium quality design 

and ergonomics, in a lightweight yet powerful package, the Mitox 

Premium Series hedgetrimmers are ideal for the more demanding 

home/landowner.

Premium+ Series........................................................ 40 - 41

The Mitox Premium+ Series offers handheld hedgetrimmers with 

optimal performance and extra comfort features, for the most 

demanding home/landowner or farmer.

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a 

fuel primer bulb and manual 

choke. Simply prime and set 

the choke to closed, then use 

the recoil starter to fire the 

powerful 2-stroke engine into 

life.

Adjustable
Rear Handle
The rear handle is adjustable 

through 180º, offering 

optimum user comfort in any 

situation.

Reciprocating
Blades
Both blade sets are precision 

sharpened and their double 

reciprocating motion ensures 

a perfectly clean finish.

Hand
Protection
The large front guard protects 

your hands against debris, 

branches and accidental 

contact with the sharp blades.

Large Fuel
Tank
Large capacity fuel tank for 

prolonged use without having 

to stop and refill. Translucent 

finish enables users to quickly 

see how much fuel remains at 

a glance.

Full Crank 
Engines
Provides superior performance, 

lower vibration and longer 

service life, compared to Half 

Crank (single bearing) engines, 

commonly used on low cost 

domestic garden machinery.

Large Front
Handle
The large front handle allows 

trimming in any position, 

perfect for hedges of all 

heights and shapes.

Heavy Duty
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability 

in the harshest conditions, 

delivering reliable power to the 

blades without fail.

SELECT HEDGETRIMMER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk

9
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SELECT HEDGETRIMMER SERIES

60HTD SELECT

Robust double-sided trimmer for homeowners 

The 60HTD is a quality double-sided hedgetrimmer, powered by a reliable 25.4cc full crank engine. The 60cm dual reciprocating blades offer a large 

cutting capability and leave a clean finish on a variety of hedges. The rear handle is adjustable through a range of positions and the double-sided blades 

enable comfortable trimming in all angles and directions.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.75 kW 0.65 litres Double Sided

Blade Length Tooth Spacing Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

680 mm 27 mm 25 : 1 10.85 m/s2  5.9 kg

MIHT03
Price inc VAT* 
£169.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 

Hedgetrimming Tips

For the best results, you should always trim the sides of hedges first, before trimming the top.

Start by trimming the sides in an upward arcing motion. This prevents branches from being 

pulled out and away from the body of the hedge as you trim, which can otherwise result in an 

uneven finish.

On our double sided hedgetrimmers, with ErgoTwist rear handles, the rear handle can be 

articulated  to the perfect ergonomic position, for vertical trimming.

Next, cut the top of the hedge. For a neat finish, you should angle the blade 5-10º towards the 

direction of the cut. This helps to keep the final result smooth and level.

Our single sided hedgetrimmers are fitted with clipping deflectors, which collect the clippings for 

easy removal from hedge tops. This leaves a perfect ‘professional’ finish.

Cut slowly, especially when trimming thick hedges.

Hedges should be left wider at the bottom than at the top, to allow light to the lower branches.
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Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a 

fuel primer bulb and manual 

choke. Simply prime and set 

the choke to closed, then use 

the recoil starter to fire the 

powerful 2-stroke engine into 

life.

Articulating
Blades
The blades on the 26LRH 

articulate through 90º for 

trimming the tops and sides 

of hedges, whilst the 28LRH 

blades can articulate through 

220º for greater versatility.

Storage
Position
The 28LRH blades can be fully 

folded for compact transport 

and storage.

Optional
Attachments
1. 10” Tree Pruning Chainsaw

2. Grass Trimmer / Brushcutter 

Kit (3 tooth blade, nylon head, 

safety guard and loop handle)

Strong Drive 
Shaft
Strong 26mm outer shaft 

and 8mm solid drive shaft 

ensure durability and high 

performance, with excellent 

power transfer from engine to 

cutter head.

Full Crank Engines
Providing superior 

performance, lower vibration 

and considerably longer 

service life when compared 

to Half Crank (single bearing) 

engines, commonly used on 

low cost domestic garden 

machinery.

Padded Front
Handle
The front handle enables 

multiple grip positions for work 

at various angles and heights, 

whilst reducing vibration 

and making operation 

comfortable.

Heavy Duty
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability 

in the harshest conditions, 

delivering reliable power to 

the blades without fail.

SELECT HEDGETRIMMER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT HEDGETRIMMER SERIES

26LRH SELECT

Trim the tallest hedges safely and quickly

The 26LRH enables safe trimming of tall hedges without using a ladder, with an effective reach of over 12ft, allowing the 40cm dual reciprocating blades, 

to accurately trim at height. The blades can be articulated to any position through 90 degrees, leaving the perfect finish at a variety of angles. The 25.4 

cm3 full crank engine offers an optimal power to weight ratio for easy handling.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 0.65 litres Double Sided

Blade Length Overall Length Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

400 mm 2260 mm 40 : 1 4.50 m/s2  6.5 kg

28LRH / 28LRK SELECT

Extra flexibility for cutting at height

The 28LRH utilises the same 25.4 cm3 engine as the 26LRH, with an enhanced 55cm dual reciprocating hedgecutter blade assembly. Offering greater 

flexibility, for more demanding work, the 28LRH blades benefit from a greater range of articulation, with the choice of any working angle through 220 

degrees and the added benefit of a folded storage and transport position. The padded foam front handle provides a comfortable grip and reduces 

vibration. The 28LRK version also benefits from a premium, easy to start, Kawasaki engine.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke /
Kawasaki 2-Stroke

25.4 cm3 / 26.3 cm3 0.70 kW / 0.77 kW 0.65 litres / 0.5 litres Double Sided

Blade Length Overall Length Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

550 mm 2460 mm 40 : 1 / 50 : 1 6.40 m/s2  7.4 kg

MIHT26 / MIHT28
Price inc VAT* 
£249.00 / £399.00

MIHT25
Price inc VAT* 
£229.00

YEAR
WARRANTY
YEAR
WARRANTY

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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SmartPull
Recoil Assist
The unique design of the 

‘SmartPull’ recoil, ensures 

easier pulling and quicker 

starting. With ‘SmartPull’ recoil 

assist, the engine is up to 30% 

easier to start.

New and 
Improved Design
Improved ergonomics and 

lightweight design for easy 

operation.

Easy to Start
All Mitox Hedgetrimmers are 

fitted with a primer bulb and 

manual choke for quick and 

easy starting every time.

Premium Blades
Specially designed hardened 

dual reciprocating diamond 

ground blades offer maximum 

cutting performance and 

efficiency, time and time again. 

Lightweight
The Mitox Premium models 

are designed to be extremely 

lightweight, offering 

performance and comfort 

while reducing fatigue.

Auto-Return
Choke
The choke lever automatically 

returns to the ‘run’ position 

with a single pull of the throttle 

lever, ensuring that the engine 

is perfectly set and ready for 

the task at hand.

Fully Anti-
Vibrated
The 600DX features a specially 

designed, industry leading 

4-point anti-vibration system 

to reduce operator fatigue 

while increasing comfort. 

(2-point on 700SX) 

Heavy Duty
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability 

in the harshest conditions, 

delivering reliable power to the 

blades without fail.

Ergo Twist Rear 
Handle
The rear handle is adjustable 

through 180º, offering 

optimum user comfort in any 

situation.

PREMIUM HEDGETRIMMER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk

Full Crank Engines
Providing superior 

performance, lower vibration, 

and considerably longer service 

life when compared to Half 

Crank (single bearing) engines, 

commonly used on low cost 

domestic garden machinery.
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PREMIUM HEDGETRIMMER SERIES

600DX PREMIUM

High performance with enhanced ergonomics

The 600DX is a premium quality double sided hedgetrimmer, powered by an easy-starting 25.4 cm3 engine. The professional quality, 4-point anti-

vibration system, effectively isolates the handles from the engine and combined with the ultra-lightweight design, enables a high work rate with minimal 

fatigue for the operator. The ErgoTwist rear handle is quickly adjusted for optimal operator comfort during use.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.85 kW 0.33 litres Double Sided

Blade Length Tooth Spacing Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

610 mm 27 mm 40 : 1 3.67 m/s2  5.4 kg

700SX PREMIUM

Lightweight yet powerful, for a professional result

The 700SX is a premium quality single sided hedgetrimmer, powered by the same easy-starting 25.4 cm3 engine as the 600DX. The ergonomic anti-

vibrated handles are well positioned for accurate, comfortable trimming over extended periods of time. The durable light weight deflector removes 

clippings from the work area, for a clean finish and is engineered to minimise weight and enhance the balance of the machine.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.85 kW 0.33 litres Single Sided

Blade Length Tooth Spacing Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

750 mm 27 mm 40 : 1 5.04 m/s2  5.3 kg

MIHT36
Price inc VAT* 
£209.00

MIHT35
Price inc VAT* 
£209.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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SmartPull
Recoil Assist
The unique design of the 

‘SmartPull’ recoil, ensures 

easier pulling and quicker 

starting. With ‘SmartPull’ recoil 

assist, the engine is up to 30% 

easier to start.

Laser Cut Blades
The high quality, laser cut 

blades, guarantee optimal 

results and a perfect finish, 

even on the thickest and 

toughest hedges.

Lightweight
The use of lightweight, high 

quality materials, such as 

magnesium and aluminium in 

the engine and transmission, 

results in our lightest ever 

hedgetrimmer.

Auto-Return
Choke
The choke lever automatically 

returns to the ‘run’ position 

with a single pull of the throttle 

lever, ensuring that the engine 

is perfectly set and ready for 

the task at hand.

Heavy Duty
Gearbox
Heavy duty gearbox with heat 

treated gears, ensures high 

performance and durability 

in the harshest conditions, 

delivering reliable power to the 

blades without fail.

Ergo Twist Rear 
Handle
The rear handle is adjustable 

through 180º, offering 

optimum user comfort in any 

situation.

PREMIUM+ HEDGETRIMMER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk

Soft Grip Handles
The ergonomically shaped, soft 

grip handles, make operation 

extremely comfortable, even 

over extended periods of use.

Auto-Return Stop 
Switch
When the hedgetrimmer is 

turned off, the ignition switch 

automatically returns to the 

start position, for easier, faster 

starting.

Fully Anti-
Vibrated
The Premium+ Hedgetrimmers 

feature our most effective 

anti-vibration system, making 

the 650DX gentle on your 

hands, over hours of use.

Quality 
Components
Including carburettors from 

world renowned manufacturer 

Walbro Japan. Ensuring high 

performance and reliability for 

years to come.
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650DX PREMIUM+

Optimal performance with low weight and perfect ergonomics

The 650DX is a premium quality double sided hedgetrimmer, powered by an easy-starting 25.4 cm3 engine. The professional quality, 4-point anti-

vibration system, effectively isolates the handles from the engine and combined with the ultra-lightweight design, enables a high work rate with minimal 

fatigue for the operator. The ErgoTwist rear handle is quickly adjusted for optimal operator comfort during use.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 22.2 cm3 0.65 kW 0.44 litres Double Sided

Blade Length Tooth Spacing Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

610 mm 20 mm 40 : 1 2.91 m/s2  5.2 kg

MIHT15
Price inc VAT* 
£249.00

PREMIUM+ HEDGETRIMMER SERIES

750DX PREMIUM+

Optimal performance with low weight and perfect ergonomics

The 750DX is a premium quality double sided hedgetrimmer, powered by an easy-starting 25.4 cm3 engine. The professional quality, 4-point anti-vibration 

system, effectively isolates the handles from the engine and combined with the ultra-lightweight design, enables a high work rate with minimal fatigue 

for the operator. The ErgoTwist rear handle is quickly adjusted for optimal operator comfort during use. Featuring the longer 750mm, laser cut blades.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blade Type

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 22.2 cm3 0.65 kW 0.44 litres Double Sided

Blade Length Tooth Spacing Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

750 mm 20 mm 40 : 1 2.91 m/s2  5.4 kg

MIHT16
Price inc VAT* 
£279.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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Choose the right length of bar for the task at 

hand: Mitox Chainsaws offer guide bar lengths 

from 14” - 24”, perfect for every cutting task, 

from chopping firewood, to larger sawing 

tasks such as felling.

All Mitox Chainsaws feature adjustable oiling 

and can be adjusted to suit the type of wood 

being cut. We recommend using high quality 

oil, such as Mitox Chain Oil, which is available 

from your local Mitox dealer.

When working with a chainsaw, safety is 

paramount. That is why, in addition to the 

multiple safety features fitted to each Mitox 

chainsaw, we offer accessories for safe 

working, including a range of saw horses.
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CHAINSAW
RANGE

 
Mitox offers a range of powerful, dependable chainsaws, fitted 

with high quality components, offering the ideal model for every 

home/landowner/farm task, from cutting firewood, to  tree 

management. All models are packed with innovative features and 

are designed to optimise performance, ergonomics, durability 

and ease of use.

Select Series................................................................ 44 - 47

All Mitox Select Chainsaw models feature carburettors from 

renowned Japanese manufacturer, Walbro and feature saw chain 

from leading manufacturer, Oregon. Mitox Select Chainsaws offer 

an unbeatable price/performance combination, making them 

perfect for the most demanding homeowner.

Premium Series........................................................... 48 - 51

The Mitox Premium Chainsaws offer increased features and 

enhanced handling over the Select Chainsaw series.  All Premium 

models feature magnesium alloy crankcases, for light weight 

and durability, with quality Oregon brand guide bars and saw 

chains. Quality components, including Champion brand spark 

plugs, ensure reliability and performance, usually reserved for 

professional grade chainsaws. Other enhancements include a 

new design and enhanced ergonomics for user comfort.

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Safety First
All Mitox Chainsaws feature 

a dual action chain braking 

device, for optimum safety. 

Other features include rear 

hand protection and chain 

catcher.

Oil Pump 
Adjustment
As well as automatic chain 

lubrication,  all models feature 

adjustable oil pumps.

Comfortable
Operation
All Mitox Chainsaws feature a 

full anti-vibration system, for 

operator comfort.

Chain Brake
The dual safety chain brake 

system can be activated either 

manually, or by inertia in the 

occurence of a kick-back. 

Once activated, the chain 

stops within 0.15 seconds, to 

reduce the chances of injury.

Smart Flow
Particle 
Separation
Particle separation helps to 

remove sawdust away from 

the air filter during operation. 

This allows the chainsaw to 

continue working at optimum 

performance for longer, before 

air filter cleaning, leading to 

extended service life.

Easy Starting
The unique design of the 

‘SmartPull’ recoil assembly, 

ensures easier pulling and 

quicker starting of the Mitox 

CS38 and CS41 chainsaws. 

With ‘SmartPull’ recoil assist, 

the engine is up to 30% easier 

to start.

Big Power - Easy 
Start
The Mitox CS45 / 50 / 62 / 64 

chainsaw models feature a 

decompression valve, to aid 

in the easy starting of the 

powerful engines.

Superior Engine 
Durability
All models feature a solid 

aluminium crankcase, with a 

precision forged crank shaft, 

supported by high quality ball 

bearings, ensuring a long and 

reliable life.

Clean Air Intake 
System
The premium quality air filter 

prevents dust from entering 

the engine and is easily 

removed without the need 

for tools, allowing routine 

servicing.

Oregon Cutting 
Gear
All Mitox Chainsaws (excluding 

CS62 / 64) feature proven 

Oregon brand guide bars and 

saw chains. 

SELECT CHAINSAW SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT CHAINSAW SERIES

CS38 SELECT

Compact and precise - the perfect saw for light homeowner use

The CS38 is a compact, lightweight chainsaw, which shares advanced features with larger models in the Mitox range. The 37.2 cm3 engine utilises a 

Japanese Walbro carburettor and 14” Oregon guide bar with 3/8 LP chain, for optimal performance and reliability. Starting is effortless, thanks to Smart-

Pull recoil assist, making the CS38 up to 30% easier to start than a traditional chainsaw. Perfect for homeowner garden tasks.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 37.2 cm3 1.2 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 14”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, 3/8 LP / .050 40 : 1 0.31 litres 0.21 litres 5.4 kg (inc. bar & chain)

CS41 SELECT

Larger cutting capacity with the same easy handling

The CS41 shares the same compact dimensions as the CS38, retaining its minimal weight and easy handling characteristics, with the added benefit of a 

more powerful 40.1 cm3 engine and larger 16” Oregon guide bar with 3/8 LP chain.  This makes the CS41 ideal for cutting firewood in large quantities 

and other cutting tasks around the garden.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 40.1 cm3 1.5 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 16”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, 3/8 LP / .050 40 : 1 0.31 litres 0.21 litres 5.5 kg (inc. bar & chain)

MICS02
Price inc VAT* 
£159.00

MICS01
Price inc VAT* 
£139.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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SELECT CHAINSAW SERIES

CS45 SELECT

Ideal mid-size chainsaw for all-round use

The CS45 is a mid-size chainsaw with an excellent power to weight ratio, making it ideal for a variety of cutting tasks around the garden. The 45 cm3 

engine, fitted with a Japanese Walbro carburettor, provides optimal power to the 18” Oregon guide bar and .325” chain and is easily started with the aid 

of the decompression valve. The tool-free air filter removal and side-mounted chain tensioner, make servicing quick and easy in the work area.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 45.0 cm3 1.8 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 18”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, .325 / .058 40 : 1 0.55 litres 0.26 litres 6.6 kg (inc. bar & chain)

CS50 SELECT

Extra power for larger cutting tasks

The CS50 has a more powerful 50.1 cm3  engine, fitted with a Japanese Walbro carburettor and 20” Oregon guide bar and .325” chain, making it ideal for 

larger garden and landowner cutting tasks. Despite its power, the CS50 is easily started with the aid of the decompression valve and, as with the CS45, 

tool-free air filter removal and side-mounted chain tensioner, make routine servicing quick and easy in the work area.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 50.1 cm3 2.2 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 20”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, .325 / .058 40 : 1 0.55 litres 0.26 litres 6.8 kg (inc. bar & chain)

MICS04
Price inc VAT* 
£199.00

MICS09
Price inc VAT* 
£179.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.

www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT CHAINSAW SERIES

CS62 / CS64 SELECT

The largest saw for the ultimate farm/landowner tasks

The CS62 and CS64 are the most powerful chainsaws in the Mitox range and feature a 62 cm3 engine, with Japanese Walbro carburettor, producing 

3.0kW of power. Combined with either a 20” or 24” Mitox guide bar and Oregon saw chain, the CS62 and CS64 offer high performance for the most 

demanding farmer/landowner. Premium features, such as the top-cover mounted oil pump adjuster, make operation easy, despite its large cutting capa-

bility. As with all mid-size Mitox chainsaws, starting is made easy by a decompression valve.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 62.0 cm3 3.0 kW Walbro Japan Mitox, 20” / 24”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

 Oregon, 3/8 / .050 32 : 1 0.55 litres 0.35 litres 8.1 kg (inc. bar & chain)

CS36T SELECT

Lightweight yet powerful for advanced operators

The CS36T is a compact, lightweight, top handled chainsaw, which should only be used by trained, competent operators. Its low weight and compact 

dimensions make it an ideal pruning saw. The colour coded fuel and chain oil caps and easy access air filter, make on-the-go maintenance easy, whilst 

the powerful 35.8cm3 engine, with Walbro carburettor and 12” Oregon guide bar and saw chain, ensure high performance.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 35.8 cm3 1.1 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 12”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, 3/8 LP / .050 40 : 1 0.35 litres 0.23 litres 3.5 kg (inc. bar & chain)

MICS40
Price inc VAT* 
£169.00

MICS05 / 06
Price inc VAT* 
£269.00 / £279.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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Safety First
All Mitox Chainsaws feature 

a dual action chain braking 

device, for optimum safety. 

Other features include rear 

hand protection and chain 

catcher.

Oil Pump 
Adjustment
As well as automatic chain 

lubrication,  all models feature 

adjustable oil pumps.

Magnesium Alloy 
Crankcase
The magnesium alloy 

crankcase saves up to 30% 

of the weight of a traditional 

crankcase, for more 

comfortable operation and 

improved balance.

Side Mounted
Chain Tensioner
The chain tension is easily 

adjusted thanks to the  

accessible, side-mounted 

tensioner. Simply turn the 

screw to tighten or relax the 

chain.

Trusted Oregon
Brand Cutting 
Gear
All Mitox Premium Chainsaws 

feature proven Oregon brand 

guide bars and saw chains. 

The world leader in chainsaw 

performance, Oregon cutting 

gear offers maximum cutting 

performance and durability.

Easy Starting
The unique design of the 

‘SmartPull’ recoil assembly, 

ensures easier pulling and 

quicker starting of the 

Mitox CS380X and CS410X 

chainsaws. With ‘SmartPull’ 

recoil assist, the engine is up to 

30% easier to start.

Big Power - Easy 
Start
The Mitox CS450X, CS500X 

and CS560X chainsaw models, 

feature a decompression valve, 

to aid in the easy starting of 

the powerful engines.

Enhanced 
Ergonomics
The soft grip rear handle and 

aluminium front handle are 

more comfortable to hold and 

reduce the vibration being 

transmitted to the operator’s 

hands and arms.

Clean Air Intake
The premium quality air filter 

prevents dust from entering 

the engine and is easily 

removed without tools, for 

routine servicing. The larger 

chamber increases airflow, for 

guaranteed performance.

Quality 
Components
Professional-grade   

components, such as heavy 

duty crankshafts, combine 

to make our highest quality 

chainsaws.

 PREMIUM CHAINSAW SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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 PREMIUM CHAINSAW SERIES

CS380X PREMIUM

A new level of quality for homeowner chainsaws

The CS380X adds a new dimension of quality to our most compact size of chainsaw. With plenty of power from the 37.2 cm3 engine, the CS380X is 

effortless in operation, thanks to the vibration-limiting and comfortable aluminium front and soft-grip rear handles, making it a joy to use. Starting is also 

aided by the SmartPull recoil assist, which reduces resistance in the starter cord, firing the engine into life with just a gentle pull.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 37.2 cm3 1.2 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 14”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, 3/8 LP / .050 40 : 1 0.31 litres 0.21 litres 5.3 kg (inc. bar & chain)

CS410X PREMIUM

Premium quality and performance from a compact saw

For those looking for a compact, lightweight chainsaw, with a bigger cutting capacity, look no further than the CS410X. Packed with features, including 

new ergonomic handles, the effort reducing SmartPull system, quality Champion brand sparkplug and professional grade crankshaft, the CS410X is our 

best-performing compact sized chainsaw. Perfect for the demanding user looking for a high quality and value for money chainsaw, for cutting more than 

just firewood.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 40.1 cm3 1.5 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 16”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, 3/8 LP / .050 40 : 1 0.31 litres 0.21 litres 5.4 kg (inc. bar & chain)

MICS23
Price inc VAT* 
£189.00

MICS20
Price inc VAT* 
£169.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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 PREMIUM CHAINSAW SERIES

CS450X PREMIUM

Powerful and robust for demanding use

The CS450X packs a powerful 45 cm3 engine, with 16” Oregon guide bar, ensuring maximum power and performance - when working with tough knotty 

wood, where a longer guide bar would start to struggle, the CS450X keeps on cutting. The magnesium alloy crankcase, combined with the 16” guide 

bar, saves weight and improves balance, making the CS450X easy to operate in the harshest conditions. Starting is made easy with the addition of a 

decompression valve, whilst extended periods of work are catered for by tool free access to the air filter, fuel and chain oil tanks.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 45.0 cm3 1.8 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 16”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, .325 / .058 40 : 1 0.55 litres 0.26 litres 6.2 kg (inc. bar & chain)

CS500X PREMIUM

Extra power when it matters

Sharing the same magnesium alloy crankcase and packed into the same compact frame, as the CS450X, the CS500X offers a longer 18” Oregon guide 

bar and even more powerful 50.1 cm3 engine. Despite its power, the CS500X is surprisingly easy to handle, thanks to its optimised balance, weight-saving 

features and ergonomic soft-grip handles.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 50.1 cm3 2.2 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 18”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, .325 / .058 40 : 1 0.55 litres 0.26 litres 6.4 kg (inc. bar & chain)

MICS28
Price inc VAT* 
£229.00

MICS26
Price inc VAT* 
£209.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.

www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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 PREMIUM CHAINSAW SERIES

CS560X PREMIUM

Largest Premium saw for when size matters

For those times when only the biggest and best will do - we offer the CS560X. With its magnesium alloy crankcase, anti-vibration system and soft-grip 

handles, the CS560X handles like a saw half its size - despite its powerful 56 cm3 engine and 20” Oregon guide bar. Depress the decompression valve 

and the CS560X starts effortlessly, providing a dependable partner for the most demanding tasks. Looking for the ultimate Mitox chainsaw? Look no 

further than the CS560X.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Carburettor Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 56.0 cm3 2.6 kW Walbro Japan Oregon, 20”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Fuel / Oil Mixture Fuel Tank Capacity Oil Tank Capacity Dry Weight

Oregon, .325 / .058 40 : 1 0.55 litres 0.35 litres 6.5 kg (inc. bar & chain)

CHAINSAW ACCESSORIES

Oils Storage & Transport

Basic Saw Horse Saw Horse
w/ Chainsaw Holder

• With serrated edges to 
grip logs in place when 
cutting
• Galvanised steel 
construction for rust 
protection and long life
• Folds flat for compact 
transport and storage
• Easy home assembly

• One of the safest and 
quickest ways to cut logs
• Galvanised steel 
construction for rust 
protection and long life
• Folds flat for compact 
transport and storage
• Features measuring bar, 
ensuring wood is easily 
cut to the required size 
every time

Protect your chainsaw 
in any environment with 
genuine Mitox accessories. 
The Universal Chainsaw 
Bag can transport Mitox 
chainsaws with bars up to 
20”, whilst the ArmaCase 
offers a robust solution 
to chainsaw storage and 
transport for bars up to 
18”.

Mitox 2 stroke engine oil 
is a premium quality semi-
synthetic lubricant. 

MILBTS1S
Two Stroke 100ml
MILBTS01
Two Stroke 1.0 L
MILBTS05
Two Stroke 5.0 L

MICS30
Price inc VAT* 
£249.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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The 26PP includes its own chain oil reservoir. 

This lubricates the chain to ensure a smooth 

clean cut and should be topped up regularly 

to avoid overheating.  We recommend Mitox 

Chain Oil for use with the 26PP.

For safe working with the 26PP, we 

recommend the use of an approved safety 

helmet with eye protection, which can protect 

against injury from falling debris.

Keeping your saw chain sharp will ensure 

a faster, cleaner cut. Your Mitox dealer can 

provide you with the right tools and expert 

advice on maintaining your chain.



POLE PRUNER 

The Mitox 26PP is the perfect tool for those tough tree pruning 

jobs where a chainsaw just won’t safely reach. Powered by a 

25.4cc full crank, 2-stroke engine. Featuring a quality 10” pruning 

chainsaw, with automatic chain lubrication, the 26PP makes 

light work of tough pruning jobs. Thanks to its long reach, which 

enables you to trim branches up to approximately 4m (12ft) in 

height, there’s no need to use ladders to keep trees in shape.

53

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Quality
Components
The 254mm / 10” pruning 

chainsaw is fitted with proven 

quality Oregon chain, for 

optimal cutting perfomance.

Safety
First
The long, light weight 

aluminium shaft, gives the 

user approximately 4 metres 

of reach, enabling tall trees to 

be pruned without the use of 

a ladder.

Padded Front
Handle
The front handle enables 

multiple grip positions for 

work at various angles and 

height, whilst reducing 

vibration and making 

operation comfortable.

Adjustable 
Oiling
The automatic chain 

lubrication system is fully 

adjustable, providing the 

right amount of oil for the 

cutting task, whether hard or 

softwood.  

Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a 

fuel primer bulb and manual 

choke. Simply prime and set 

the choke to closed, then use 

the recoil starter to fire the 

powerful 2-stroke engine into 

life.

Full Crank Engines
Providing superior 

performance, lower vibration, 

and considerably longer 

service life when compared 

to Half Crank (single bearing) 

engines, commonly used on 

low cost domestic garden 

machinery.

Clean Air Intake 
System
The premium quality air filter 

prevents dust from entering 

the engine, and is easily 

removed without the need 

for tools, allowing routine 

servicing.

Fuel Tank
Large capacity fuel tank 

allows prolonged periods of 

use without stopping, with 

translucent finish enabling the 

operator to quickly establish 

how much fuel is in the tank.

2.26 metres

SELECT POLE PRUNER SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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SELECT POLE PRUNER SERIES

Keep tall trees in shape

The Mitox 26PP is the perfect tool for those tough tree pruning jobs where a chainsaw just won’t safely reach. Powered by a 25.4 cm3 full crank, 2-stroke 

engine. Featuring a quality 10” pruning chainsaw, with automatic chain lubrication, the 266PP makes light work of tough pruning jobs. Thanks to its long 

reach, which enables you to trim branches up to approximately 4m (12ft) in height, there’s no need to use ladders to keep trees in shape.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Bar Type, Size

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 0.65 litres Mitox, 10”

Chain Type, Pitch / Gauge Overall Length Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

Oregon, 3/8 / .043 2260 mm 40 : 1 4.40 m/s2  6.8 kg

Optional Attachments

Blade Length

400 mm

Blade Articulation

90 º

Dry Weight Fitted

7.1 kg

Total Length Fitted

2270 mm

Nylon Head

Bump Feed

Trimmer Line

Ø 2.4 mm

Dry Weight Fitted

6.4kg

Total Length Fitted

1820 mm

Hedgetrimmer
Attachment

Brushcutter
Attachment

harness included

MIHT30
Price inc VAT* 
£199.00

MIHT05
Price inc VAT* 
£129.00

MIVA01
Price inc VAT* 
£59.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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For even faster splitting use the Multisplit, 

4-way splitting wedge. This splits firewood 

into 4 pieces in one stroke, however, it should 

only be used with soft, non-seasoned wood.

If you are working with shorter rounds of 

wood, you can speed things up further, with 

the Quicksplit function. This reduces the 

travel of the splitting ram to a length of your 

choosing, reducing the wait between splits.

Mitox log splitters offer a choice of horizontal 

or vertical models. Choose a horizontal model 

for splitting smaller firewood, or a vertical 

model for bigger tasks, where more capacity 

and power is required.



LOG SPLITTER
RANGE

Horizontal.................................................................... 58 - 59

The Mitox horizontal log splitter range offers a range of compact,  

mobile, yet powerful log splitters, for use in and around the 

garden. With splitting forces of up to 5 tonnes, logs up to 520mm 

in length, can be split with ease. With a range of available 

features, including the Mitox Multisplit, 4-way splitting wedge, 

Quicksplit splitting stroke adjuster and a practical splitter stand, 

it’s never been easier to split your own firewood at home.

Vertical......................................................................... 60 - 61

The Mitox vertical log splitters are ideal for the more demanding 

user, with the toughest splitting tasks in mind. Exerting splitting 

forces of up to 7 tonnes and able to split logs up to 1060mm 

in length, these models make light work of most logs. With 

advanced features as standard, including the Mitox Multisplit, 

4-way splitting wedge and 3-position, adjustable splitting tables, 

Mitox vertical log splitters provide optimal performance and 

durability.

57

WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Long Cable
All Mitox log splitters feature 

long 5 metre power cables 

as standard, giving more 

flexibility when finding the 

perfect working position - 

even if it isn’t right next to the 

power outlet.

Quicksplit
Mitox horizontal log splitters 

can accept logs up to 520mm 

in length. However when 

working with shorter logs, 

Quicksplit saves time by 

allowing adjustment of the 

pushblock start position, for a 

faster stroke.

Multisplit
Function
The Mitox Multisplit, 4-way 

splitting wedge, reduces the 

biggest logs to perfectly sized 

firewood, in a single stroke, 

saving time compared to 

having to split the same log 

multiple times.

Reinforced
Pushblock
All Mitox log splitters feature 

a reinforced pushblock. When 

working with high splitting 

forces and tough, knotted 

woods, the sturdy reinforced 

pushblock provides reliable 

and durable force without fail.

Easy Transport
The large transport wheels 

enable the splitters to be 

effortlessly moved. Work 

is more efficient when the 

splitter is moved closer to the 

woodpile, saving time and 

effort when splitting large 

rounds of wood.

Well Balanced
The wide log cradle allows 

you to easily place logs to be 

split, holding them in place 

on the splitting beam. Safety 

is improved as the operator 

does not need to hold the log 

in place as it is split.

Safe Operation
The two handed operation 

with handguard prevents the 

possibility of the operator’s 

hands being pinched by the 

splitter. As soon as the switch 

is released, the pushblock 

returns to its start position.

Stable Footing
An optional frame (standard 

on LS55x) provides a stable 

platform, whilst elevating 

them to a more comfortable 

working position. The large 

transport wheels make moving 

the splitter easy.

LOG SPLITTER HORIZONTAL SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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LOG SPLITTER HORIZONTAL SERIES

LS45

Compact and powerful homeowner log splitter

The LS45 is an entry level domestic wood splitter, with a powerful punch. The 1500 w electric motor, provides up to 4.5 tonnes of splitting force, more 

than enough to handle most domestic wood splitting tasks. The Extra long frame allows logs up to 520 mm to be split in seconds - simply depress the 

two control switches and the reinforced pushblock drives the log into the fixed splitting wedge, slicing it neatly in two. Its compact dimensions make 

the LS45 ideal where storage or transport space is at a premium and it is easily moved around the garden, thanks to its two large transport wheels.

Type Motor Power Output Maximum Splitting 
Force

Splitting Length

Horizontal 240v electric 1500 W 4.5 t 520 mm

Cable Length Reinforced Push Block Multisplit Quicksplit Dry Weight

5 m Yes No Yes 44 kg

LS55 / LS55x

Extra features provide more efficient splitting around the garden

The LS55 model improves upon the specification of the LS45 with a more powerful 2200 w motor, providing up to 5.5 tonnes of reliable splitting power. 

Ideal for more demanding domestic splitting tasks, the LS55 makes work faster, with its Quicksplit, adjustable spllitting stroke - no more waiting for the 

pushblock to return a full 520 mm, when working with smaller logs. The LS55x offers a stable and practical frame, elevating the splitting beam to a 

more comfortable height, whilst the Mitox Multisplit, 4-way splitting wedge, reduces the biggest woodpile to perfectly sized firewood, in a single stroke.

Type Motor Power Output Maximum Splitting 
Force

Splitting Length

Horizontal 240v electric 2200 W 5.5 t 520 mm

Cable Length Reinforced Push Block Multisplit Quicksplit Dry Weight

5 m Yes LS55x only Yes 45 kg / 54.3 kg

MILS02/03
Price inc VAT* 
£249.00 / £279.00

MILS01
Price inc VAT* 
£219.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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Transport Made
Simple
The large, easy to grip handles 

and easy-rolling transport 

wheels, make Mitox vertical 

logsplitters mobile with the 

minimum of effort. 5 metre 

cables give extra freedom.

Multisplit
Wtedge
The Mitox Multisplit, 4-way 

splitting wedge, reduces the 

biggest logs to perfectly sized 

firewood, in a single stroke, 

saving time over having to 

split the same log multiple 

times.

Adjustable
Length
The splitting table can be 

adjusted through 3 positions, 

depending on the size of 

wood being split, up to 

a length of 1040mm or 

1060mm.

Toothed Log
Grippers
Logs are firmly held in place by 

the toothed grippers, built into 

the handguards. Simply grip 

the logs in place, then depress 

the two control handles, giving 

you up to 7 tonnes of splitting 

force at your fingertips.

Safe in 
Operation
The two handed operation, 

with handguards, prevents 

the possibility of the operator’s 

hands being pinched. When 

the handles are released, 

the splitter returns to its start 

position.

Quicksplit
Function
When working with shorter 

logs, Quicksplit saves time by 

allowing adjustment of the 

splitting wedge start position, 

for a faster stroke.

Petrol 
Power
The LS700BS model features 

its own, built-in powerplant,  

a powerful Briggs & Stratton, 

4-stroke engine. Perfect for 

operating in areas without 

an electricity supply in close 

reach.

Powerful Electric 
Motors
With powerful 3000w electric 

motors, Mitox vertical splitters 

generate up to 7 tonnes 

of splitting force - more 

than enough for the most 

demanding splitting task.

LOG SPLITTER VERTICAL SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk
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LOG SPLITTER VERTICAL SERIES

LS550

Type Motor Power Output Maximum Splitting 
Force

Splitting Length

Vertical 240v 3000 W 5.5 t 540 / 800 / 1060 mm

Transport Wheels Cable Length Multisplit Quicksplit Dry Weight

Yes 5 m Yes Yes 97kg

LS700 / LS700BS

Type Motor / Engine Power Output / Gross 
Torque

Maximum Splitting 
Force

Splitting Length

Vertical 240v / Briggs & Stratton 
(700BS)

3000 W / 9.00 ft-lbs (700BS) 7 t 520 / 780 / 1040 mm

Transport Wheels Cable Length Multisplit Quicksplit Dry Weight

Yes 5 m (LS700 only) Yes Yes 117 kg / 125 kg

Compact and mobile powerhouse 

The Mitox LS550’s compact frame and ease of mobility 

make it a perfect choice for those facing larger scale 

splitting tasks, both in the garden and further afield. Its 

powerful 3000w electric motor generates up to 5.5 tonnes 

of splitting force, which can split logs up to 1060mm in 

length, into firewood sized pieces, with its Multisplit, 

4-way splitting wedge.

The splitting table can be adjusted through 3 positions, 

depending on the size of wood being split, with the 

Quicksplit function, enabling adjustment of the splitting 

stroke length.

For the toughest splitting tasks

When only the most powerful log splitter will do, the LS700 

and LS700BS models offer up to 7 tonnes of splitting force. 

With a 3-position, adjustable splitting table and the Mitox 

Quicksplit function, the splitting stroke can be tailored to 

the perfect size, whilst the Multisplit, 4-way splitting wedge, 

makes light work of creating a winter’s worth of firewood.

The LS700 features a powerful 3000w electric motor, whilst 

the LS700BS model features its own, built-in powerplant - 

a powerful Briggs & Stratton, 4-stroke engine. Perfect for 

operating in areas without an electricity supply in close reach.

MILS05/06
Price inc VAT* 
£579.00 / £899.00

MILS04
Price inc VAT* 
£479.00

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.
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Wet leaves can stick to pathways and steps 

and make them slippery and dangerous. Use 

the blower to lift the sticky leaves into a pile, 

then switch to vacuum mode to collect them 

all into the 28BV’s collection bag.

The 28BV features a metal shredding blade, 

which reduces the volume of collected leaves, 

at a ratio of 10:1. This mulch makes excellent 

compost, so don’t let it go to waste - add it to 

your compost heap!

For larger areas, we recommend the 65B. This 

backpack mounted blower saves your arms 

from fatigue, whilst providing air speeds of up 

to 92 metres per second.



BLOWER / VACUUM 
RANGE

The Mitox Blower/Vacuum range provides a high quality selection 

of handheld and backpack machines, making leaf and debris 

clearance easy on gardens, paths and roadways. The range 

includes a handheld blower, a handheld blower vacuum with 

large collector and a high power backpack blower, for the most 

demanding applications. Each model is powered by a reliable, 

easy starting, full crank, 2-stroke engine and features advanced 

ergonomics and easy to use controls.

With accurate and powerful air flow, each model is capable of 

clearing leaves and light garden debris over a large area. The 

28BV  model also benefits from a vacuum function, which is able 

to collect leaves and mulch them, reducing their volume by up to 

90%, to allow complete filling of the large, 70 litre collection bag.
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WARRANTY

SELECT / PREMIUM / PREMIUM+

2 year domestic

SELECT powered by Kawasaki

3 year domestic

PRO 

5 year domestic

3 year commercial
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Easy Starting
Easy starting thanks to a 

fuel primer bulb and manual 

choke. Simply prime and set 

the choke to closed, then use 

the recoil starter to fire the 

powerful 2-stroke engine into 

life.

Metal
Shredder
The metal blade of the vacuum 

impeller, shreds leaves as they 

are collected, reducing their 

volume by 90%.

Blow and 
Vacuum
The blower and vacuum 

tubes on the 28BV are 

interchangeable - blow all of 

the leaves into a corner, then 

vacuum them up into the 

collection bag! 

Full Crank Engines
Providing superior performance, 

lower vibration, and 

considerably longer service 

life when compared to Half 

Crank (single bearing) engines, 

commonly used on low cost 

domestic garden machinery.

Clean Air Intake 
System
The premium quality air filter 

prevents dust from entering 

the engine and is easily 

removed without the need 

for tools, allowing routine 

servicing.

Collection
Bag
The 70 litre, nylon collection 

bag, is filled to the brim and is 

easily emptied via the zipped 

opening.

26B

Lightweight and ergonomic blower for garden tidying

The 26B is a lightweight blower, powered by a reliable 25.4 cm3 full crank engine, which is easy to start thanks to the primer bulb and manual choke 

system. The large diameter fan generates air speeds of up to 55 metres per second, enough force to lift and move, even wet leaves, from paths, lawns 

and borders. The 26B is ideal for leaf clearance on gardens, paths or yards.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blowing Speed

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.75 kW 0.50 litres 55.0 m/s

Collection Reduction Ratio Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

No N/A 25 : 1 13.7 m/s2  4.1 kg

MIVT01
Price inc VAT* 
£134.00

SELECT BLOWER/VACUUM SERIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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28BV

Blow and Vacuum for complete garden tidying

The 28BV benefits from the same lightweight design and powerful 25.4 cm3 engine as the 26B, with the added benefit of a vacuum function. Once the 

blower has been used to concentrate the leaves into one place, simply attach the vacuum tube and collection bag to switch to vacuum mode, collecting 

the leaves and reducing them in volume by a ratio of 10:1, due to the integrated metal mulching blade. The 70 litre, non-degradable bag, is zipped for 

easy emptying into a garden bin or compost heap.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blowing Speed

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 25.4 cm3 0.75 kW 0.50 litres 55.0 m/s

Collection Reduction Ratio Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

Yes 10 : 1 25 : 1 16.6 m/s2  4.7 kg

65B

High power backpack blower for large areas

The 65B is a high performance backpack blower, incorporating a powerful 63.3 cm3 engine, with a comfortable padded harness. Perfect for clearing 

leaves and litter from large areas, the 65B is designed to be comfortable, even when used over extended periods. The large capacity fuel tank enables 

long running times between refuelling stops. Generating 92 metres per second air speed, the 65B is ideal for heavy duty and large scale debris clearance.

Engine Type Displacement Power Output Fuel Tank Capacity Blowing Speed

Air Cooled 2-Stroke 63.3 cm3 2.7 kW 1.60 litres 92.0 m/s

Collection Reduction Ratio Fuel / Oil Mixture Vibration - Highest Axis1 Dry Weight

No N/A 32 : 1 1.96 m/s2  10.7 kg

MIVT03
Price inc VAT* 
£299.00

MIVT02
Price inc VAT* 
£159.00

SELECT BLOWER/VACUUM SERIES

*All prices correct at time of print and are subject to change without notice. E & OE. 1 Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) 
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LUBRICANTS
Mitox offer a range of oils perfectly designed 
to maximise the performance of every Mitox 
machine.

Mitox 2 stroke engine oil is a premium quality 
semi-synthetic lubricant, whilst Mitox Universal 
Chainsaw Oil brings high technology to chainsaw 
chain lubrication. 

MILBTS1S Two Stroke 100ml
MILBTS01 Two Stroke 1.0 L
MILBTS05 Two Stroke 5.0 L

MILBCS01 Chain Oil 1.0 L
MILBCS05 Chain Oil 5.0 L
MILBCS25 Chain Oil 25.0 L

ACCESSORIES www.mitoxgm.co.uk

SAW HORSE
• With serrated edges to grip logs in place when cutting

• Galvanised steel construction for rust protection and long life

• Folds flat for compact transport and storage

• Easy home assembly

MISHB Mitox Saw Horse

SAW HORSE with

CHAINSAW HOLDER
• One of the safest and quickest ways to cut logs

• Galvanised steel construction for rust protection and long life

• Folds flat for compact transport and storage

• Features a measuring bar, ensuring wood is easily cut to the required size 
every time

MISHH Mitox Saw Horse with Chainsaw Holder

ACCESSORIES 
RANGE
Available from your Mitox dealer:
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ACCESSORIES 

CHAINSAW BAG
A new hardwearing Chainsaw Bag with carry handle and shoulder 
strap. Fits all Mitox Chainsaw models with bar sizes up to 20”.

MICSBUNI Mitox Universal Chainsaw Bag

ARMACASE
The Mitox Armacase is a hard wearing, durable 
chainsaw box with optional bar cover. Fits all Mitox 
Chainsaw models with bar sizes up to 18”.

MIPBC Mitox ArmaCase

ACCESSORIES 
RANGE
Available from your Mitox dealer:



Mitox Garden Machinery UK (Head Office)
Wincanton Business Park

Wincanton
Somerset
BA9 9RS

01963 828055

Mitox Ireland
Denis Wilson of Glenavy

160 Moira Road
Glenavy
Crumlin

Co Antrim
BT29 4LR

028 9445 2289

www.mitoxgm.co.uk

facebook.com/MitoxGM

Subject to modifications in response to technical developments. No liability accepted for mistakes and printing errors. All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.


